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Abstract-{lassical linear regression is considered for a case
when regression parameters depend on the external random
environment. The last is described as a continuous time Markov
chain with finite state space. Here the expected sojourn times in
various states are additional regressors. Necessary formulas for
an estimation of regression parameters have been derived. The
numerical example illustrates the results obtained.
Markov-Modulated processes; linear regression; external
environment
I, MODEL DESCRIPTION
Classical linear regression Il - 3] is ofthe form
Y,  :  x ,B  +  2 , ,  i :1 , . . . ,n ,  ( l )
where  {  i s  sca le  response,  x i  = (x i , t , x i , z , . . , x , * )  i s  l x *
vector, p is ft x 1 vector, Z ris scale disturbance. The usual
assumptions take place: the disturbances Z, are
independently, identically normally distributed with mean zero
and var ianced2 , the  nx f rmat r ix  X  =(x , . , t : (a . [nar  run t
r(n: k, so (X'Xf' exists.
Now we suppose that model (l) conesponds to one unit of
a continuous time, Z,(/) is Brown motion and responses
Y,(t)are time-additive. Then for t > 0
Y, ( t )=x ,B t+Z , r l t ,  i =7 , . . . , n ,  ( z )
where { (0) : 0 and disturbances Z, are (as before)
independently, identically normally distributed with mean zero
and variance 02 .
[,et value { of the i-th response be fixed after time { ,
so Z : Y,(t,) . In this case the generalized least square
melhod's est imates ol 'p and d2 are the lol lowing:
/  . , .  ^  \ - rp = lx ,w.  x  I '  x ,Y,
t r ( 3 )6' =-l 
.ft -w'xP)' w-'(y -w'xF) . '- '
n - k - 1 '
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where n/=ans(Ji. .J;)
Additionally we suppose that model (2) operates in the so-
called external environment, which has final state space E [4].
For the fixed states, 
€ ,S, j: 1,..., ffi, parameters / of model
(2) are f, =(f,.,,...,Fr.rY , but as before 2,., *"
stochastically independent, normally distributed with mean
zero and variances o 2 Let t ,  = (t , ,r , . . . , t , , .)  be
lxmvector, for that component /,,r.means a sojourn time for
response{ in  the  s ta tes ,  
€ ,S .  Note  tha t t . : t i , r+ , . .+ t i ,m.
Then
Y,(t,)= xt>py't.j *>rft;2,,,, i =1,...,n.
Taking into account properties of the
we can rewrite the last formula as
normal distribution.
Y,(t , ) :  xt>.8/ t , j  + Z,Jt , ,  i :1, . . . ,n. (4)
l= l
To write it in matrix notation we use Kronecker product I
12, 3, 51, the frx m matix B =(Fr,.-,f.)=(p,.,), tr,"
, ?x l  vec to r  Z= (2 , ) ,  t he  l x  m  vec to r  l , :Q , . , . . . . , t , , ^ ) .
the l-th rows e, of n-dimensional identity matrix, the r-
dimensional diagonal matrix diag(v) with the vector v on the
main diagonal ,vec operator vec A of matrix l. Then
YQ):(4 ( r , ) . . . . ,  Y, ( t , ) ) t  =
fI,*' ' )l l ox .  l  -  ( s ):l' ' 
:..-' l'*o 
* diag(Ji ' J; ""' Ji tz '
[ ] ,  at ,J
We see that the generalized linear regression model has
place here. The expectation and the covariance matrix of y(T)
are the followine:
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.  l / , 8 x . ,  IEIY(r\)=l- '  --- ' ,  lvec1, rc)t - " ' t
\ t " 8 x , )
Cov\y e)) = o2 diag (t,, t r,..., t,).
Now we are able to use the generalized least square method
to estimate parameter ma1rix B, supposing thut ti,. matrix of
regressors by vec B has full rank mk. If -f means an observed
value of Y(T) then
The variance 6'can be estimated as usually:
Let 2,,rbe the known transition rate from state ,r, to states,,
and A, :E^,.,
We have r independent realizations of this Markov chain.
The i-th realization corresponds to the response{ 
. Let us use
the following notation for the i-th realization: N(i) be the
number ofjumps of random environment J; Vr,Vr,...,V*r,rbe
time moments of these jumps and J1,J2,-..,J7,1,., be the
corresponding states rr(Zr +\l(Vr+\...,JV*u.,+); I : J(0)
be an initial state at time moment 0.
Therefore now sojourn time 7,,., in the state s, for the i_th
realization is a sum of all terms V, -V,_r, for which
J, = j.Above, the case has been considered when the whole
trajectory of environment J(.) is known, so /,,, is a fixed value
of 7,., . We suppose that total time I, of the i_ti observation is
f i xed ,  so / ,  =7 , . ,  + . . .+T i . ^ . l f  f ,  =@, . r , . . . ,7 , . ^ \  i s  the  I  xz
vectol', then for the general case linear regression (5) is ofthe
IOrn
y(T) = (y,1try,...,y,1t,)\,' =
( i  o" ,  )t _ " 1
l r, @x. l (e)
= |'' - ^2lvecB + diagelt,,rftr...Jilzl l
t - l
lT,8 x^ )(- 
_ )
Note that T = {r. . . . .7"} and Z are independenr. so the
expectation E(y (I))is the same as before in (6).
_ . 
Now a special case of the given sample will be considered.
It is supposed that for each realization i the following data are
available: total observation time ti =7,,t +...+Ti,^, initial
J,.o and final Ji,,(i) states of -f(.) , and the response
Y, =Y,(t,) from (9). On this basis we must estimate the
unknown parameters: the kxm matrix
f =(f,  . . .  B^)=(F,.,)  ^othe varianceo 2. Addit ionany
ye.use a knowledge on parameters of the modulated Markov
chaln 4.). One allows us to calculate the average sojourn time
E(,.r1t,,J,.o,J,..1,,)in the state .sj during timel, for the r-th
realization, given fixed initial and final states J,.o and
J,."q,1 of -(.), see below Section 3. This time will be used
instead of /,., in previous formulas (7) and (g) so we
/
l ( r ,a| _
;  l l / ,  Ivecp  = l l  -
il
[(t" e
Ir, e*, 
'1'1r,
laox,  l lo' t t l
t_tl
\ t , 8 x " /  [ 0
=(Z+etr)*(",',,))
0 \ '
I
0 l
l r=It, )
,( ' ; '  r '8*'  )- ' l r f '  
l rox,  |  , ,
|  |  I '
t ' l
I t ,u 7,@x,)  
e)
/  , -
[  [ r ,  ax ,
a, = J_ i r1r;_l ,, e,,
n - m K - l t  It t_ '
[ \r, 8x,
( (r, s", 'l ')
I  l i r o r -  I  I
lYgt-1"  "^ '  lunc7 |
t t_" t l(  \ r ,  8x,J  )
_l'
*B 
l*"
/ (8)
Note that the last estimate is biased because it doesn,t take
into account randomness of {1, } varues.
II. MARKOV-MODULATEDCASE
Further we suppose that the external environment is a
random one and is described by a continuous_time Markov
chain J(t), r > 0, with the fi nite state set,S : {1, 2, ..., ml p, 61.
I
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t,., : EV,.jlt,, J,.o, J,.,r,r)
- (  
" - ' i ' * t '  
)
,ecp =(f:t'r)*(",", l-' I t'- ta x' I\,=r ,, , 
lr,_,i,* r,)
Substitution Y(T) from (9), we get a form which
convenient for statistical analysis
(  l 3 )
vecF =[>f t,'i)* 6,
=f2,.,2,., t t,.uzu., 
"*0r"):l - .4=r o=r,o+tt - Te - /n
.(t  - 
"*(- r(yu - , ,>))*
-4-
+ t l  z, . rZ r . ,Z "  rZ r . i  .*(r  r")  :
A
= rl z,,Z r.,Z,.rZ r, .ry (y rt) *
uV,)= E@,.,,...,7,.-)= f, and as before
r. (10)
is more
As EF / f , l t,, J,.o, J,.,,,, ) = i '  u(4 | t,, J,.0, J,.,,,,\ : = l, '  1, .
T and Z are independent, andvecZ has zero expectation, we can
conclude that the estimate (10) ofl is unbiased.
Further we give necessary formulas for a calculation of the
conditional average sojourn time that allows us to get the
estimates needed.
III. MODULATTNG MARKOV CHAIN
For transition probabilities p,.j(t) -- p{lftl = iltfq = i}of
the above described Markov chain, a usual. system of
differential equations take place t4, 61. If fQ)=(p,,,())arli'
^  t "  \)=V,.,) are the mxm matrices, A is an z-dimensional
diagonal matrix with a vector (,l\,,...,,\-) on the main
diagonal then
P1t}= -P(t)t\+ P(t)A, t > o.
The solution can be represented by the matrix exponent [7,
8 l :
P(t)=eryQ?-"t')) r>o' (t2)
where P0) : I.
If all the eigenvalues of matrixA= 2- t\are different then
the solution (12) can be represented more simply. Let vn
andZr,4: l ,  . . . ,  m,be the eigenvalue and the corresponding
eigenvector of A, Z:(2r,...,2-) be the matrix of the
eigenvectors and Z = Z-' :(Zr' ,...,2;)' v" the
corresponding inverse matrix (here Z, isthery-th row of Z y
Then [7, 8]:
P (t) = ery QA) = zdiasGry(v,r)..., erp (v ^t)Y-' =
=ZZrery(vrfizr.
For the conditional average sojonrn
time /, . ,(r) = E(T,,)t t ,  =r,J".o = i ,J,, ,  = 7) in the state
y e S on the interval (0, e ) we have
1 ' .
t , . , ( r ) :  - -  |  p , , " (u)p, , , ( r  -u)du.  (14)
P' ' i \ r ) "s
Further
!-
P, , , ( t )=LZ, . re ry (Yrc )Zr . , '  (15)
4=l
t
I  n,."@)n"iQ -u)du=
o  
, - -  m
: [2r,., ery(y,QZ r.,Zz,,u ew|rG - u))Zr,.,du =
*i2,.,2,., i ,,,u2,,, _f("* U"r)-.ryU,"\\
q = t  o - t . o r n  
-  
/ e  -  T ,
(16)
Now we can make calculation by formula (14) and derive
estimates (10) setting/,,u : t,,,(t,) .
IV. SNIULATION STUDY
Our example supposes three states of the environment (m:
3). The known transition rates {4,r}f.o* state s, to statesj
are set by matrix
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( o  0 . 2
t " :Q,, ,) : lo:  o
\0 .4 0
Stationary state distribution is the following [6]:
n:(osa+ 0.242 oss4)r .
The number of regressors equals three (,t : 3). Firstly we
consider a case of a small sample, when n: 15 observations
take place. The regressors' values are the following:
r=1" I ;
u.r 2.5 4.e
The two vectors t and I contain values ofthe durations of
the observations and initial states of the environment:
t= (s  8  3  6  s  6  4  6  9  8  5  i  B  lo  s ) ' ,
r - ( t  o  2  2  |  1  o  o  1  z  I  I  o  o  2 ) ' .
Note that the total observation time equals to 99.
A simulation has been used for our purpose. The following
parameters of the regression model are supposed: o: 1,
sovec(F):(o I  z 2 3 s 4 6 8Y.
The first run of the simulation model gives the following
values of the final states of the environment (vector J) and
responses (vector l):
J = ( o 2 o 2 2 0 t t t z 2 r o l o l ,
y =(ot zzo 23t t74 296 tz6 43 226 42i tsi 294 1i9 t46 346 262y
The data obtained are used for estimating the parameters p,
those being supposed as unknown. We begin with the
estimates fbr a simple linear regression (2) with the three
regressors from X. Formula (3)
gives p : (z.oeo 3.454 5.090)z weighted residual
squa.re sum R : 9816 against R:23200 for one with respect
to the sample mean.
Now we exam the suggested approach. The values of
conditional average sojoum times r, :Q,.r,...,t,._) have been
calculated by formulas (14) - (16). They are given for all
observations in Table l
' I  ABLE L Value of average sojoum rime 7, '  = Q,.,  ^t, ,r ,  t . . ,  ) t .  i  :  t . . . . , t  S
8.099
-2.785
-8.492
18.666
They are very far from true B but weighted residual square
sum is sufficiently less: R:4674. Therefore in the considered
example the suggested method gives inaccessible estimates of
true p but predicts values of the responses well. What is the
cause ofsuch a fact? The given number ofthe observation (n
: 15) is insufficient for the given number (9) of estimated
parameters! After all, a random environment with exponential
distributed sojoum times creates a big randomness. It can be
seen fiom a value of estimated variance 62 , calculated by
formula (8): one equals 934.8 although o2 :1 This
difference is explained by an essential randomness.
A possibility of using the approach described for a
prediction can be seen from the following reasoning. For the
considered regression model and given data on t, I, J, md
i,:Q,.r, . . . , t , .-)  from Table l ,  the expectat ion of the
responses is the following:
E(y)=(44.7 193.3 r31.r 122.9 29s.r s4.9 9.8
65.1 99.9 247.8 148.7 32.8 70.9 126.7 l55.rr.
Let us use this expectation as observed responses I The
considered approach gives the same result: the residual square
sum equals 6.207 xl}a only! On other hand the estimates of /
are insufficient ones:
vec1p1=(0 .024 8 .09 tx  rc )  -0 .022 0 .0 t5  -4 .27x  l0+
- 3.658 x t0-3 3.992 5.989 8.023)' ] .
Note that the estimates F, = 6.992 5.989 8.023) t' are very
close to the true parameter values for the third environment
state: p3 =(4 6 S)'Z.
Formula (3) gives p --Q.sos 3.485 -2.149\7 and the
weighted residual square sum 8.25x103 that is sufficiently
worse.
Further we consider a case of a big sample. We organize
the following simulation experiment. The last includes q
independent blocks. Each block has the above described
structure: the same random environment, observation number
n : 15, regressors' number t : 3. The matrix of regressors,
the initial state 1 of random environment -I and the
observations' times I are chosen at random according to the
following distributions. The expectation of the matrix of
regressors coincides with the above obtained matrix X, all
elements of the second and third columns are independent and
uniformly distributed on intervals (-2, 2) and (-1, 1)
correspondingly. The expectation of observations' times
coincides with previous values l, all times are independent and
time of ith observation /, has uniform distribution on (0,
o.r)
0., I0 )
I  I  I  I  |  |  I  I  I  I  I  l ) '
3  8  2  3  q  5  4  6  3  2  r  r l
0.9 3.4 24 1.9 4 t 4.9 2.6 3.6 2.9 1.6 3.5 1.9,
3.1 68.l
8.4s2l '
0.8s7 )
(oro)
B: l t  ,  u l
( 2 5 8 J
(  i  1  2  3  4  5  6  i  8  9  t o  l l  1 2  t 3  t 4  t 5
I
l J = l  l 8  3 2  t 4  t . 5  1 9  2 . 1  1 . 7  2 . 6  1 . ' 7  2 . 2  O . 7  1 . 1  4 . 5  4 . 0  2 3
t ' . l t  l = l
I  t  =2  2 .O 1 .2  0 .1  0 .J  3 .4  2 .3  2 .0  Z . '7  5 .9  0 .7  2 .2  5 .2  1 .0  3 .9  O.2I
f _ t = :  t z  3 6  1 s  4 2  3 . ' 7  1 . 6  0 . 3  0 . 7  1 . 4  5 . t  2 . 1  0 . 1  2 . 5  2 . t  2 . 5
Formula (3) gives the following estimates:
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2 t i ). The initial states 1 for various observations are
independent and are chosen with respect to stationary
distribution of the states for the random environment ../.
Therefore the total number of the observation for one
experiment eqtnls qn: 15 q.
The above described simulation procedure is realized for
those conditions. Table 2 contains the obtained estimates of
true parameters ve4ry=(o t z 2 3 5 4 6 8Y for
increasing values ofq.
TABLE II. RESULTS OF SIMULATION E)GERIMENT
We see from Table 2 that a convergence to true values of
parameters is very slow. One can be increased if an estimation
procedure uses true values of variances for sojoum times- It
will be a direction of our future investigations'
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